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●

method

optimization

SeisSol (www.seissol.org), an arbitrary high-order derivative Discontinuous Galerkin
(ADER-DG) scheme, solves the spontaneous dynamic earthquake rupture problem on
three-dimensional, unstructured tetrahedral meshes

3D velocity models and fault initial conditions
●

Dumbser and Käser, GJI'06; de la Puente et al., JGR'09; Pelties et al., JGR'12
●

●

open source: software package available at https://github.com/SeisSol/SeisSol
advantages: complex geometries (topography, interfaces), heterogeneous media (elastic,
viscoelastic, viscoplastic), multi-physics (rupture dynamics), high-order accuracy

●

disadvantage: computationally expensive, non-trivial to implement

●

target applications: seismic wave propagation, exploration industry, earthquake dynamics

●

Wave field of a point source
interacting with the topography
of Mount Merapi

simulations of dynamic rupture coupled to seismic wave propagation
→ high-order accurate seismic wave propagation
→ flux-based implementation remains free of spurious oscillations
→ tetrahedral meshes respect complex geometry
→ verified for branching and dipping fault systems, heterogeneous background stresses,
bi-material faults and rate-and-state friction
Pelties, Gabriel & Ampuero, GMD'14

Two triangle-based polynomial
representations of shear stress discontinuous
at the fault interface. Spontaneous rupture =
temporal b.c. of flux term

Asymmetric, unstructured mesh
discretizing a dipping fault

Asymmetric ground motion in the
surrounding of a dipping fault

viscoelastic attenuation
●

SeisSol can use ASAGI, “a pArallel Server for Adaptive GeoInformation”,
which allows fast loading of 3D datasets.
→ Example: Lame parameters on volume 187x210x103 km^3 with 200 m
resolution, i.e. 6.6 GB data, took 6.4 s on 512 nodes.

local time stepping

the time step size in simulations is determined by the local seismic wave
speed (depends on material) and by the size of the tetrahedral elements.
SeisSol’s ADER-DG scheme allows local time stepping, i.e. to advance each
element with an individual time step.
● to achieve high computational performance, however, we cluster elements
with a similar time step and perform cluster-wise local time stepping.
● for dynamic rupture simulations careful load balancing is performed.

1994 Northridge earthquake scenario
with 3D velocity model and viscoelastic
attenuation. Simulated seismogram
output elastic vs. viscoelastic model:
EW, NS and vertical velocity component
at Sylmar converter station east
(34.312◦N, 118.481◦W)

Partial kernel before (top )and after (bottom) removing
irrelevant entries in matrix chain products.

Breuer.,TUM'15, Breuer et al., IPDPS'16

SeisSol provides scalable performance on the largest supercomputers worldwide. Peta-flop
performance dynamic rupture and wave propagation simulations have been performed with several
hundred million mesh elements and more than 100 billion degrees of freedom. An off-load scheme for
manycore parallelism addresses load imbalances of multi-physics simulation (use strong CPU-cores
for dynamic rupture, 1-3 coprocessors for wave propagation parts).
→ wave propagation: speed-up of ~5-10, 90% parallel efficiency, 45% of peak theoretical performance
→ dynamic rupture: 20% peak performance for Lander earthquake scenario with input/output
→ for comparison: SpecFEM 2013: 15% peak performance on 700k BlueWaters cores (on GPU's)
●

the ADER-DG scheme of SeisSol boils down to small matrix-matrix
multiplications, where the dimension of the matrices depends on the order of
the scheme. To achieve high performance, SeisSol utilizes hardware
specific, customized code for each matrix-matrix multiplication required via
the libxsmm back-end. This approach effectively exploits the availble
hardware (AVX, MIC), reaching up to 8.6 PFLOPS on Tianhe-2.
● the code generator automatically detects and exploits sparse block patterns
in the matrices.
●

Breuer et al., ISC'14; Heinecke et al., SC16
Distribution of the time step size for the simulation of a point source interacting with
the topography of Mount Merapi. Smaller time steps correspond to elements near the
surface, where the mesh is refined to resolve topography. Illustration of the three
time step clusters, [8∆t, 16∆t], [16∆t,32∆t] and [32∆t,64∆t] for simulating wave
propagation in a complicated domain.

parallel output writing based on XDMF
●

enables efficient coupling e.g. of surface displacement evolution as input for Tsunami modelling

dynamic rupture scenario of the 2004 Sumatra Andaman earthquake

realistic physics on- and off-source

a challenging earthquake: → 1300-1500 km rupture length, 8 to 10 min of rupture
● we set up a 3-D dynamic rupture model including geometric complexity but simple
initial fault stress and strength (only depth-dependent initial stresses and fricitional
properties)
● we reproduce magnitude, sea-floor displacement orientation but overestimate
rupture speed and fault slip
●

kinematic sources from inversion models
● SeisSol
now supports the standard rupture format version 1.0 and 2.0 (see
http://equake-rc.info/SRCMOD/) for moment tensor (point) sources
→ enables large number of sub-faults with distinct source time functions
→ supports rake rotation
→ mapping to unstructured mesh via converter
→ supports geocentric coordinates or any projection available in the library proj.4.
● we study effects of geometrically simple vs complex kinematic sources on ground
motions of the 2010 El-Mayor-Cucapah earthquake

●

Talavera, Gabriel and Mai, LMU'16

off-fault plasticity
● 3D convergence study and numerical analysis as guideline for the required resolution
and regularization of high-order simulations including Drucker-Prager (visco-)plasticity
● plasticity changes timing, location and mechanism (branching vs dynamic triggering) of
rupture transfer between fault segments
● simulated plastic strain accumulates in the vicinity of transfer regions and allows
comparison to field observations
see Wollherr and Gabriel poster
fault roughness
● fault large-scale curvature and small-scale roughness can be naturally accounted for by
tetrahedral meshes – which length-scales should we account for in large-scale models?
● geometric effects and heterogeneous initial stress BOTH impact dynamic rupture (e.g.
rupture velocity correlates with 3D fault slope)

Earthquake scenario for the Mw 7.2 El-Mayor-Cucapah, April 4 th, 2010. The model includes topography,
CVM-H velocity structure and the geometrically complex kinematic source model of Wei et al, Nature
Geoscience'11. We compare PGVs in scenarios with and without topography and with GMPE predictions
of Boore and Atkinson, ES'08 at fmax = 0.5 Hz.

A complex model including topography,
bathymetry, 3D velocity structure, mega-thrust
complexity

Comparison of fault slip distribution with finite
source inversion

Comparison of simulated sea-floor
displacement with Global Positioning
System (GPS) data of Gahalaut et al., 2006,
Jade et al., 2005, Subarya et al., 2006

personal note

3-D dynamic rupture model of the Husavik-Flatey fault in North Iceland to contribute to
seismic hazard assessment
● complete rupture of very complex, shallow fault system with M7.1
● model constrained by regional tectonic background stress inversion and recent fault
mapping (Magnusdottir et al. (2015) and Magnusdottir and Brandsdottir (2011)
●

Accumulated plastic strain in a Landers
earthquake scenario close to a point of dynamic
rupture transfer between fault segments.

SCEC dynamic rupture code
verification TPV 105
with thermal pressurization,
fast velocity weakening
friction

Please see www.seissol.org/publications for detailed references.

Element edge lengths: 2.5 km on fault, 250
km off-fault → 3.86 mio elements
Run time on SuperMuc Phase 2:
3 hrs 40 min on 50 nodes at Order 4

Depth dependent initial normal
and shear stress

Outlook: Coupling the temporal evolution of
sea-floor displacement to tsunami models in
the framework of the ASCETE project
www.ascete.de, see also poster of Madden
et al.

dynamic rupture of the Husavik-Flatey fault system in Iceland

see Ulrich and Gabriel oral presentation

thermal pressurization
● work in progress: verified 2D implementation following Noda and Lapusta, JGR'10

Percentage of peak performance achieved for a seismic wave propagation
simulation with close to 100 million elements. Compared are global (GTS)
vs. local (R2, R3) time stepping at different CPU clock frequencies (2.2 in
blue and 2.6 GHz in orange). LTS achieved a performance of 1.3 PFLOPS
and was 4.1× faster than GTS.

performance on petascale supercomputers

code generation

Three-dimensional model of the Landers
scenario: Fault segments embedded in a
realistic geological structure including
topography.

an improved code generator also facilitates the implementation of advanced PDE models, such as
viscoelastic attenuation, which accounts for frequency-dependent damping of seismic wave
propagation.
Uphoff and Bader, HPCS'16

Rettenberger et al.,EASC'16

●

SeisSol vs SpecFEM

Contact: gabriel@geophysik.lmu.de

Unfortunately, I cannot be at AGU
in person to present my poster and
discuss with you due to German
maternity leave regulations. Please
pose all questions to my coauthors or write me an email to
gabriel@geophysik-uni.muenchen.de
.

Earthquakes in Iceland from 19941997. From Einarsson, lecture of
Current Crustal Movements 2012

Spatial variability of ground motion in the vicinity
of a rough fault. PGA, SA (0.4s), SA (1s) and PGV.
The bottom figure depicts shear-stress distribution
along strike in relation to extend of ground shaking
.

The city of Husavik on top of the
Husavik-Flatey-Fault and location of a
new geothermal silicon-metal plant

Complex fault model with 61 segments, including an ad-hoc filled-in segment which was not mapped. Mesh
refinement of the modeling domain ensures high resolution close to the fault system

Dynamic rupture scenario for a Mw 7.1 earthquake
breaking all fault segments nucleating beneath Husavik

